
 

 

 

 

 

 

California Prop 65 – WARNING LABEL 

 

 

WARNING: CANCER AND REPRODUCTIVE HARM – www.P65Warnings.CA.Gov/ 

  

What is this warning label for?  

http://www.p65warnings.ca.gov/


This warning is part of Sorenson Lighted Controls effort’s to comply with the California Safe Drinking 

Water and Toxic Enforcement Act of 1986 (known as "Proposition 65"). Beginning in July 2018, Solico 

began applying the warning label on all packages with a SHIP TO address within the state of California.  

While we have identified the Direct OEM Shipments we make into California we realize that our 

distribution partners may be sending our products from their various warehouses into the California 

marketplace. In our efforts to assist you in products that may be brought into California we are strongly 

recommending you review your accounts shipping location and affix the Warning label to your shipping 

cartons to help assure you too are in compliance .  

What is California Proposition 65?  

Proposition 65 applies to any company that operates, sells or manufactures products that may be sold 

in, or brought into, California. Proposition 65 requires warnings to accompany any product that 

contains, or may  contain, any of 900-plus chemicals appearing on the list administered by California's 

Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment (OEHHA), a part of the California Environmental 

Protection Agency.   

Why does Solico provide these warnings?  

We are providing Prop 65 warnings to afford consumers a clear and reasonable notice that the product 

contains, or may contain, chemicals on the State of California’s Prop 65 list. These warnings do not mean 

that our products will necessarily cause cancer, birth defects, or other reproductive harm. While we 

believe our products are not harmful when used as designed, we provide these warnings to comply with 

Proposition 65.   

Where can I find more information on Proposition 65?  

For more information about Proposition 65 visit:  

http://oehha.ca.gov/prop65/background/p65plain.html  

  


